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“Fabulous fun and fantastic fried food! Kappes nails small town mystery with another must-read hit. (Also, I want to

live in Cottonwood, KY.) Don’t miss this one!” – Darynda Jones, New York Times Bestselling Author of the Charley

Davidson Series

In the South, it’s better when the food is fried and the secrets kept buried…After the dead body of a beloved

Cottonwood resident is found tangled up in an electric fence, Sheriff Kenni Lowry has a hunch that somethin’ ain’t

right. Her investigation heats up with a fierce cook-off competition, a euchre game where the intel is sweeter than

the brownies, and a decades old family recipe that may just be the proof in the pudding.

The icing on the cake: Kenni is fighting an attraction to her recently sworn-in deputy sheriff, and election season is

hot on her tail. When the killer comes after who she holds most dear, even her poppa’s ghostly guidance might not be

enough to keep her and her own out of the frying pan.

“Kappes captures the charm and quirky characters of small-town Kentucky in her new mystery…a charming, funny

story with exaggerated characters. The dialect-filled quirky sayings and comments bring those characters to life.

Best of all, for a mystery reader, the culprit was an unlikely suspect, but the solution made sense.” – Lesa’s Book

Critiques (on Fixin’ To Die)

Related subjects include: cozy mysteries, women sleuths, murder mystery series, whodunit mysteries (whodunnit),

humorous murder mysteries, book club recommendations, amateur sleuth books, Southern humor, small town,
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ghost stories, paranormal mysteries.

Books in the Kenni Lowry Mystery Series:

FIXIN’ TO DIE (#1) 

SOUTHERN FRIED (#2)

Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like one, you'll probably like them all…
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